PLEASE NOTE---------------------RADEX---------------------PLEASE NOTE

QUOTE:- Mrs Byrne, my sister, has just informed me of the receipt of your special delivery letter about the rumor that Radex was going out of business. This is not true. The March-April issue is now being distributed although a few days late because Mr. Taylor has been ill for several weeks. However, I expect he will be back to work in a day or two, as he is about recovered.

Radex is doing better financially on the bi-monthly plan and is a long way from being ready for the scrap heap. We are all confident it will still be alive for many years. We are sorry that circumstances did not permit Monthly Publication but look forward to a revival of interest one of these days that will again make that possible.

Your devotion to DXing and friendly spirit toward Radex is of itself an incentive to us to continue our efforts in behalf of the hobby. We all hope to continue to merit your support and you may rest assured that we will cooperate with you to the extent we have in the past.

Do what you can to suppress the rumor about Radex. Will you please? Subscribers will receive their current issue a little late but the copies are printed and will be delivered as will future issues. The Newsstand copies are already in process of distribution.

Thanking you again and with best wishes, we remain.

Sincerely yours,
Radex Publishing Co.,
W.C. Auer
(Auditor)

The above letter was received by me here at HQ this week, so as for them rumor's they were untrue. This letter explains why the delay, but not why the mail was returned from their old QRA.

NRC Pins 50 cents, 10¢ extra with "Safey Catch"... MEMBERSHIP list is ready, if you care for this list send in 10 cents., NRC Official Report forms ready for MAILING Monday 11th.; first in, first served, 75¢ per 100.

CONVENTION DATE:- The JOINT IDA-NRC Convention (Midwestern) to be held under the Auspices of the WORLD WIDE DIAL CLUB of Chicago with all DXers welcome and invited. Here's one grand chance for all you DXers in and around Chicago to have one big Convention, get your shoulders to the wheel and give this convention a push. Registration's will be ready in a very short time. For further information address your mail to, WORLD WIDE DIAL CLUB, In Care of the National Radio Club, or by writing direct to GAIL BEYER-3226 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago Illinois.((Too quite al rumor's I will be there, wouldnt miss this gathering under any conditions.((The Annual National Radio Convention will be held in Erie August 31-September 1 and 2nd.)))

ARE YOU SUPPORTING THE NRC--

You can do this by renewing your subscription promptly?...Remember it cost money to run a club, and there's no profit in it...Also remember when it comes to work we here at HQ has that too do...You can help use by remitting your Feals as soon as possible...PLEASE COOPERATE...
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MONTH--DATE--CALL--LOCATION----------KCS----------CLUB----------TIME---------

MARCH:

12  FGN  ST PIERRE, MIGUELON 605  NRC  3:00-4:00 AM EST
14  WSJN  GROVE CITY PENNA 1310  NRC  3:15-3:30 AM EST
15  WOFL  Syracuse N.Y.  1500 (To begin their test)
15  WGBS  Springfield Ill  1420  NNRC  2:00-3:00 AM EST
15  WDLN  Panama City, Fla  1200  NRC  2:00-4:00 AM EST
16  WGBR  GOLDSDORO N.C.  1370  NRC  4:00-5:00 AM EST
17  WOC  Colon Panama  1440  NNRC  3:00-4:00 AM EST
17  KTW  SEATTLE WASH  1220  NRC  3:00-4:00 AM EST
17  XEDS  Mazaten, Sin Mex  1400  URDNC  4:30-5:30 AM EST
18  KHBC  Hilo Hawaii  1200  NNRC  3:00-4:00 AM EST
19  WGBB  Atlanta Ga  740  IDA  11:30-12:00 Midnight
20  WOC  PANAMA CITY  1440  NRC &  3:15-4:15 AM EST
20  WPWS  San Jose C.R.  925  URDNC  4:00-5:00 AM EST
23  WXXK  SAINT LOUIS MO  1250  NRC  1:00-4:00 AM EST
24  TGL  GUATEMALA CITY  1310  NRC  1:00-4:00 AM EST
24  KGFX  PIERRE SO. DAK.  530  NRC  3:00-3:30 AM EST
24  WXXZ  Merida, Yuc Mex  630  URDNC  4:00-5:00 AM EST
26  WZEI  Morelia, Mexico  1370  URDNC  4:00-5:00 AM EST
26  WXXI  Chiuhaua, Mexico  1440  URDNC  3:00-4:00 AM EST
29  WEDY  Elma N.Y.  1200  WDXA  3:00-5:00 AM EST
30  WHA  Madison Wisc  740  WDXA  3:00-4:00 AM EST
31  WXXF  mexican City. Mex  780  URDNC  4:00-5:00 AM EST
31  WXXF  Cananea, Son Mex  1010  URDNC  4:00-5:00 AM EST

WTAM-1070 kc/s-CLEVELAND OHIO, broadcast DX TIPS every Saturday Night, FROM 11:30 to 12:00 Midnight. Watch this station for all late tips.

KSL-1130 Kc/s-SALT LAKE CITY UTAH, broadcast DX TIPS every THURSDAY FROM 2:35 to 3:00 AM EST. Watch this station for all tips.

*********** SPECIAL *********** Send all reports direct too Mr. R. W. Hamilton, In Care of WXOK, Saint Louis, Missouri. All veries will be issued by one of the NRC member's that lives in St. Louis, Ray W. Sahlbach, was the member that arranged this program. Here's a chance for each and every member to get this station verified. To you member's in the East drop a line to WNBW and get them to stand by for you. I believe if they get enough request to stand by they will. Let's give Mr. Hamilton and Ray Sahlbach 100% cooperation.

Mr. C. S. Chapman--of CKBW sent a very nice letter to HQ, we are going to quote a few items taken from Mr. Chapman's letter:-- QUOTE You must have done a good job of publicity on this programme and certainly the results far exceeded our expectations both as to distance reached and number of reports received.

If you find room for it in your bulletin, please tell the boys how much I appreciated the splendid and accurate reports they sent.

Verification cards have been sent out to all who made accurate reports of reception and if you hear of any who turned in a report but did not get a card, will you please ask them to write again, because it will be a case of either their letter or our card being lost in the mails. (Thanks Mr. Chapman for this wonderful letter, we always try to give all the NRC programs months of publicity if possible. I know all the members will appreciate reading your letter. Editor)
On the slow veriers we have not received a complete report on few of the stations that was sent in, altho we have seen in the LPO reports of this week that KURN has started to verify. Here's some dope on KORN-thiis station was sending out veriers up to 12/1/40 and were signed by B. Lenox Dunbar, Engineering Staff. So keep your information coming in on all slow veriers, if you send this dope on a 3 by 5 card, if you have no card cut paper 3 by 5 or cardboard. It makes it easier for me here at HQ, you must remember there's only one person that issue's the bulletin, so please help in this manner as much as possible.

***************

Try the National Radio Club Official report forms, from the reports of all NRC members that are using these report forms they say that they get 100 per cent returns. I know I have used these forms for four years and many of the suppose to be hard stations are in my file's. Only three hold outs this year so far, Norway on 830kc., CX16, and Scottish Regional on 767 kc., all the other's are in. Try one order of these report forms and see what results you have. These are the ONLY Report forms of this type in the U.S.A. In fact the NRC report forms are COPYRIGHTED and can not be used by any other Club or person. The features on these report forms are such as a GRAPH to give you accurate reading on the R and GSA readings, the exact time, QRN, QRN, Modulation, Programe Level, Weather Receiver, Antenna, Ground and your location. Every one of these items is what the station Eng want's to know about. ((Order's are ready for mailing March 12, so the first one's are the first served. 100 report forms for 75 cents, post paid, with complete instructions with each order on how to fill these forms out.)) Try one order and see the results you get by using these forms. Such stations as WLW KDKA KADA 1YA HJAN HOK and numerious of other station's "say's" one of these reports are worth a dozen of other's.

***************

JOE BECKER-Hamilton Ohio. XEAG verified report of their Broadcast of FEB. 16th, which program was dedicated to the NRC. XEAG QRA is Avenida 1 Numero 135, Cordoba, Vera Cruz, Mexico. Also today received a verification from HJAK Barraquilla Colombia S.A., which I heard FEB. 4th 1940. Everybody said that call was HJBJ well I understood it was Achay, Hotah, Aye, Kahn and as I hrd it in English it was HJAK. Senor Vassalls of HJAK said (QUOTE) I cannot understand how you got us so perfectly, from a dancing hall during a carnial night. Your report is very accurate, he also said a local Amateur with a big power full equipment did make a retransmission of our broadcast) Well I did hear HJAK that morning on 1140kc., I hrd his call in both Spanish and English so I knew I was right. And his verier say's I was accurate. Latest new ones hrd are 2/25 KHUB, 2/27 WFTN, 3/1 KYUM, 3/2 CBY, 3/3 XEBP, 3/5 WFIG and the old log reads 1306 hrd 1292 are verified, 63 Mexicans, 72 Cubans 113 Canadains, 16 South Americans. I would love to have 1300 Verified by April 1st 1940, well I have 14 reports out, if 8 verify well and good, then I win. Radio Reception has been pretty good lately. 3/6 station on 1370 behind WOC, no announcements, just played music. Sunday morning after 6AM EST their was a South American in 1400 kc., I believe it was HJAR Cartagenia Colombia S.A. WFIG official opening March 15 at 11AM. WTRY has asked for more time to complete their construction. I wonder why WHJBS WLEJ WHAL WJHP WINN KHAS do not come on the air.
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JACK BIRINGER-Lakewood Ohio. Veriees are coming in fairly well and the total has reached 935, in exactly 3 yrs of tuning, with 37 active Mexes, 49 active Cubans, and 65 active Canucks verified. However I am mostly interested in Foreigners (excluding U.S. Canada, Cuba and Mexico,) and have 70 verified, including 14 TAI's. XEIP in in Torreon, Coach, & not Durango. XEAl is a new one on 1450; YV3RE breaks thru on 1475; XEAM now on 1400; PRC9 shows on 1100; XEFO hrd on 925; XEHI on 940; All my reps of RHC stations verified via Habana (Box 770) Blanding's list of Cubans is correct. CBAM, now on 570, used 990 on XEAS morning.

JIM WALKER-Cassville Va. New verie KUIN Signer William Rambo Chief Eng. Who said they were running 60 watts when I hrd them. Little wonder they were weak. CBAM HOK and WKAII at last. I want to sincerely thank the kind friend of the NRC who wrote to them for me. That was a thrill for a long time. The friend of our friends. CKBM verie in, new verie from HJCZ on 1620 kcs. New ones hrd CKNB KECW YSS came in fine after KTII signed off. 2YA 3BA quieting KGBF until 5:30, and WABA fine this AM. WSC in Buster S.C. They are on from 3-6 AM and will acknowledge reports. TPS are iYA 4YA 2BL 2XC and 760 kc., who, (4QS on from west coast reports Daly in Aus.) (Note: Watch after this one after KXA signs at 3:00 AM EST. Ed) KFAS KIRO KRSC XLE KFVD K53J KJBS AII very good KUJJ up to K7. Went home over the 24th so missed out on some of the DX. WMAAN verified in 3 days for me, by H.J. Enard Eng. WMAH by Air Mail after 6 reports verified, KADA will verify a typed verie card they did it for Merlin & F. KFRU KUTA KAMS KVJU verified right away for me.

DON HOURISON-Berkeley Calif. An enclosing some data on KFRU, verie. A verification dept would help me a lot.

KYUU 1210 kc. hrd testing the past few nights untill 6AM EST asking for reports from long distances and promises to verify. KBBR testing 2.19 and 3/1 at 4 EST. Believe the Aussie on 760 is 4QS according to announcements heard. It sounded as if they were relaying ARK and 4QN/ the following announcement had at one time: "This is the A.B.C. stations ARK 910 kc., 4QN 630 kc., and 4QS on 760 kc.,” Verie in from Cheek from Roy Denton from a church program hrd at 7:30 AM EST in English. His letter mentioned that this program in English is hrd 7:30-8:30 EST every morning except Monday. A few new stations hrd lately but not many veries in.

PETER C. LANDRY-Montreal, P.Q. Well on 2/19 I cleared off all the states and provinces when I hrd KOK and CQJA. As well on that morning I picked up the following new stations KIDO KIRO KGBH CKSV KKEF WMAH KRBK KJBS KJY KFSG. I have also heard KRLD at R4 under WJIC. I have picked up KGAN on a small club special, 720 and WCHV on specials. Today I got much needed veries Kand and KNET. Reception went down 25-27th but has picked up the last two night. I am giving the following data on some of the stations listed as hard to verify all of which I got veries from without a follow-up. They are: KFRU-verified on FEB/40 after 38 days with a DX card which was unsigned... KANB-verified on July/14/39 after 4 days with a card signed By: E.M. Donohue... WMAH-verified their special program with a two page long-hand letter after 14 days and signed by "Wendell A. German.." To Jack Welsh-You heard KLPM Minot on 1360 kc., on Sun AM at 4:00.

(Dont for get the KXOK KGFX FCN WCAJ WGBR TCB these are all Club Specials KGBA is the outstanding program of the year.)
In last week's bulletin we made the announcement to the WLEU Feb.9th DX Contest as to the most distant, now we find we made one mistake, we gave Merlin Otten second place, where it should have been Jesse Strawn, Whiting Kansas. Sorry Oh we should make that mistake.

JOE BRAUNER, Williamsfield N.Y. Only new ones here recently have been XEZ (no reply) WMAL CKBN KBM and WHOP. The first three verified, WHOP, logged one Ah as he signed on at 7, was over everything that Am but has not broken thou since, freak reception I guess. Veri in this week from WHNY, letter form. Thought they were getting out cards.?? Cards would have been better then these unaddressed form letters. Out side of all the spics, the only unresponsive stations so far this season are KOAN WESX WKBW WFVA. WHTA also did not come thru but on him all I got was the sign-off of a test and figured he may wants more to verify on. (Joe drop G.Pace-Rey Kr. Mgr., HJAN a line about your reports, dont send him any postage, but PLACE THIS ON THE ENVELOPE, PERSONAL, he wants to know about this matter, tell him where you received this info (wmg).)

PAT KEILLEY, Jamestown N.Y. Not much to report, not a great deal of DX here as I havent had the time. Dog has four puppies and I play with them a lot. Reports out to WFTG hrd March 5th XEPB on the 3rd, KVEC and KHB also heard-new varies from KWAT CKBN, XEPB and a stick pin. XEZ WHNY KUIN and HJLABN card on a report of Jan 1st, when they used call of HJAN, also KBM KHB varie. Be patient I'll answer the mail soon, TPs are good when the noise is absent but no new ones heard yet.


New stations hrd last week are XEPB KUIN CICF CMBL CMCL CMCL WMTA NIFG EFMT and WABZ. New varies received are WHIP WMTA WABZ and a VFB card from XEBZ. Have sent reports out to KELA KSLM XEPB CICF KBM WABZ WHOM NIFG WFB and WABZ. To Joe Lippincott--KVIC vari by letter Jan.4 1940 signed by Paul Wolf Ch.Eng. To Grant Batson--KDCA vari by letter on report of Nov.20 1939 signed by J.B. Baudino, Plant Manager (10 days) KUSD vari by card Feb.11 1939 signed by Larry Johnson DX manger. To Herb Tucker KOC sends a VFB card signed by John Lee Hilster Ch. Operator. (11 days) Now I would like to know if WMTD KULY YTHW WABZ KPJM KLOC KHOU WBRB and WSBE ever verify. DX of the week Feb.29 WFTG 4:15, KG 4:46 Mar.1 WCOA 2:30, KSLL 2:45, KELA thru KXZ at 3:01 (What station on 1370 played "Pinch Me" three times straight between 4:55 and 5:00 this AM.)

Mar.2 WBAI 3:00; Mar.3 XEPB 3:00, CICF 3:30, and KUIN and just as they were going off at 4:00, KGIR KBM thru WHOE and believe it or not KIRA thru WEDC most of this AM. (What station on 1340 kc had a religious program on after KGIR went off at 6:05.) Mar.4 WABZ 4:15. Mar.5 WABZ 2:15, WCO 2:30, WMTA 2:34, WSAV 2:40, WAIG 2:45, WSPB 2:48, WISE 3:00, WAPY 3:06 WMTA 3:10, WBC 3:56, WFTG 4:10, CKBA 4:30, WGY 4:37, KUEH 4:50 Same AM) Mar.6 KJOS 2:15, WFTG 2:17, WAZB 2:25, WCO 2:30, WSAV 3:15, WFB thru WEDC at 3:25, KROY thru WEDC at 3:30, WCOA 4:00. Heard Spanish Speaking station on 770 and 810 kc this AM at 5:00 EST.

HARRY H. GORDON, Erie Penna. Monday nite, Ed Peichtner and I had a private DX party, using a New Howard 460, I will give you just a few stations that we hrd, CKMO NEI CBRWBS KVJJ CKOD KFVD XMBK KJF KXKX KNOX KGO KXO CICF KICA all of these were R7 to R9 with A-i reception, but last but not least CPRN was logged, KGO KGMB 17A were also heard. This 460 set is a real DX set.
Singles as of March 5th mail:-

BOTZUM-CAMG CAMG KGEN KQZD KDTC KYOS WCAL WODD WEMP WPDM WIBA
Penns. WISH WHW WSBC WTAD ZCH ZCZ ZKU ZLI ZWC 36R 41X 4X 7TH
Burghhead 767, Marseilles, Niles.......................Pts 397

STRINGER-CJLS CJLS CKLA CHAN CIZLA CIHD XAJF EDGZ
Ohio CKLV CKLA KSHL KZPT KTFO XEBK XEBS XEFT XEDX XEJE XEHG XES
XEU XEY CBJH C307 CX16 HIN HTRN LRZ LVZ PRF4 PRH4 TIA YV5UG 2PC
2YLA 3CH 5CL 7WT Bussells 2, Kelh 608, Lyons 648, Lennes 1940
LVII..........................Pts 317

EVANGELISTSA-CMCA CMCA KZOK KSAC WWIB WYBI XEBI Radio Lyons 1293, CX18
Penns. FXD London National, Torrino 1140, Amic Tams 856..Pts 191

LIPPINCOTT-CFRC KGFL KFCX WWTH WCAR WCAC WCHV WDBJ WDBQ WDBT WDBI
Maine WJLS VJOK WRC 1301 JZL WZAV WZBO, Beromenster, Munich, Prague
London National 377, Radio 37, Torrino, Tripoli......Pts 177

HUNT- CKLN KFIO KFDX KINK KINX KSAC KOOS KPG KRNR KXU KILK KYCV
Colia WPBL WSPD JOAK2 JOAK2 JOAK1 JOAK JOAK JOAK JOAK JOAK...Pts 172

BEILLEY N.Y. CFQC KADD KRLC KUN WQBC XEZ........................Pts 114
WOKATX Ohio-CMWS CMWB CMCS CJJQ KAMF KQFY KTUL WJAM WEG WEF
Pts 107

EDGE, N.Y.-KTTH WBUF..........................Pts 97
BLANDING N.J.-WOLS WELL WDFI WIBA WLCB WNAO WOLT..........Pts 73
MANN Ohio-CMCF CKGH CKHL KZRD WHDE WDAO WPRO............Pts 73
STRAUN Kansas-CDAAR CJGK CKDI CKHX KYCO WBLK WDHS WCAS WCLE WCOI
WIBX WLCJ WJTN WAKR WAMW WMAF WPAW WSBZ WSJS WCDA WJTH WWVA
Pts 66

GEARY Pa.-CMAB CMHA WCAT XEB YVIRE YV3RE........................Pts 64
COOPER N.Y.-W10L LR6..........................Pts 63
WALKER W.Va.-CBM CJDR CMCH W9XC..........................Pts 58
BARTHOLOMEW N.Y.-KHUB 3ZB..........................Pts 40
FERN Hawaii, CKLM, WKY 46H..........................Pts 31
CARBERRY N.Y.-WAPI..........................Pts 28
FEIGHTNER Pa.-CMBD KTMB..........................Pts 22
COOPER Pa.-WMAW WROK..........................Pts 17
GORDON Pa.-CMBY CMHE CB57..........................Pts 16
WESTON N.J..........................Pts 5

Eliminators as of March 5th mail:-
Blanding (ELI) Botzum's WABH...... STRAUN (ELI) Mann's WLMH... Lippincott's
WJDL Hunt's WADC WBIQ...... WOKATX (ELI) Edge's WJAC...... COOPER N.Y. (ELI)
Hunt's WSAI... Edge's WMDT...... Mann (ELI) Carberry's WECO...... BARTHOLOMEW
(ELI) Siringen's 2ME.... BOTZUM (ELI) Evangelist's ABC...... LIPPINCOTT
(ELI) Hunt's WAAAP... Walker's KLX...... STRINGER (ELI) Blanding's CMK
Evangelist's KFBB...... Reilley's CKNB KWAT KXAU...... Botzum's 2UW WTMX XEAO
North National on 668...... Mann loses WZLA; call printed in error, being
to close... Siringen loses HJ1ABR and HJ4DAK because of call changes....
Geary loses HJ3ABG and HJ3ABT because of call changes....

-----------------------
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EDITOR'S NOTE: We are sorry that the bulletin for this week is not uniform as in past weeks, but here at the last minute we find that we have so much work left over that we just can't hold it over. Hi. So we will try and clean it all up, so that we can have a fresh start next week. I don't know how long we can stand this expense, as it runs into money for stencils and bulletin paper at the rate we have been going the past few months. One way to bear some of this is by new members, so how about you members giving some real honest support and contact a few of your friends about joining the NRC.

******************************************************************************

F.C.C. News granted a new station: J. Winfield Crew, Jr., Roanoke Rapids N.C. to operate on 1200 kc., power 250 watts, unlimited time...

Applications received by the FCC for New Stations: New Kensington Pa 1420 kc.,100 w... Toccoa Georgia 1420 kc.,250 w... Bethel, Alabama 1210 kc 100w... Dalton, Georgia 1200 kc., 250 w... Wilkes-Barre, Pa., construction permit for a new broadcast station to be operated on 1210 kc 250 watts unlimited time, Facilities of WBAX if WBAX license revoked... Louisville Ky 1040 kc 1kw; 5 kw days... Hollywood Florida 1240 kc.,250 w... Washington D.C. 1310 kc.,250 w... WISH Inc Tupelo Miss, construction permit for a new station on 1500 kc 250 w... Greensboro N.C. 1380 kc., 500 w... Robart Okla 1120 kc.,250 watts, this will give you members a idea why we see so many new stations coming on the air, Hearing to be held before Commissioner George Henry Payne, in Dallas Texas, Monday March 11th 1940 In re: Revocation of Station License KRAA Lufkin Texas, KSAI hearing March 12. \KND\ hearing on March 13th... KGMB hearing March 14th...

******************************************************************************

---OFFICIAL LIST OF PERU STATIONS---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>STATION</th>
<th>FREQ.</th>
<th>POWER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radio Nacional</td>
<td>OAX4A</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>10kw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Goicoche</td>
<td>OAX4E</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>200w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Lima</td>
<td>OAX4B</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>250w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Miraflor</td>
<td>OAX4L</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>200w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Universal</td>
<td>OAX4B</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>200w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Internacional</td>
<td>OAX4J</td>
<td>1320</td>
<td>200w</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

STEVE MANN-Lakewood Ohio. New Vories: YV1RE XEZ CM49 CM51 WOC and others.

YV1RE on reply card. Report was addressed to Luis Mantellini, H. Not signed by him however. New stuff hrd: WFG PKOV CFJC KGHL and others. XEAW is now on 1020 kc. CKOV is on CBC network till 3 AM EST, CFJC on CBC net till 2:30 AM EST. CJAT was hrd behind XENT one morning but I couldn't quite log him. CKMO has been quite good here in the East lately. CMKH Santiago Cuba is easy on 640 evenings. CMJN in Camaguey on 610 kc. is also possible. CMGN 740 kc in Jovellanos and CMJN 870 kc... in Ciego de Avila are others possible. Cubans have not been too good lately though. CMBH is definitely still on 1600 kc.

JOHN KALMBACH-Williamsville N.Y. Vories received since our meeting have been from WAGT thanks to Ernie Cooper's information. WHIP WISE and WAGK. Have repairs out to WBER WAGA WMIN KVHS. The only one I question as to whether or not I'll receive an answer is WMIN. I knew they didn't answer, but typed a veri on a double card with the hopes that perhaps they might answer.
WALTER R. SMITH-Owosso Mich. My first report in three weeks. Dx has been good for me lately even tho a little snow almost every day has caused a high noise level nightly. New stations since last report. KWAT KVSC KGU WCNC KVNU CMKE WFMJ WGAI WATC KCNC CAHI KGBB 3DB 2KY 3GI KJSL CBX WBMA WFIG and KJWE, who has been testing on 1370 the past two mornings or so Mar. 4-5-6 and not announcing. Verifications received since last report KATE KSAM WDMJ WSAY WGBR KBGB WJHC KTMB WJPR KTEM KJYC KBRA WFOR KLEI KJAN KPRE WLYR FENY WHIZ WISE KDPN KVOK KOBH KGBB LXAT WJHL CRFC WLXK TDCN WFMJ WPRA WMLT KTUC KJRE XZB WABS and the mail man just bought CBL. All the underlined have really swell cards. Jack Welsh KGLO verified me with a swell card signed by Milo Knutson.

HENRY J. LEINBACH Jr. Chert Chase Med. To Merlin Steen: Plymouth is very close to Wilkes-Barre (10 miles on the trolley). The xatir is in Kingston just across the river from Wilkes-Barre.

RANDOLPH HUNT-Leucadia Calif. My last report in bulletin stated that "From now on NO U.S. station will ever get a report from me if I meant to add "except those asking for reports." Made another check on stations written during 1939, 11 stations have not verified or acknowledged my letters in any manner, and I don't think they intend to do so. These 11 stations were sent a total of 23-3 copies with original reports, carbon copies sent in etc, these stations were from 800 to 2000 miles distant, and I thought my reports would prove of interest, a bum DX I must be. An error in my last report in call of only station ever heard on FCC saying they would not verify checks, in bulletin this shows KGEX, I sent in KGEX, the Sterling, Colo. station. (Ok about a year ago had KGEX testing one morning, the announcer said they did not want any reports, but they were coming in here with a B8-9 signal, and I dropped them a Postal Card, in about two weeks I received a very nice letter from them verifying my Postal Card Hi, Ed.)

J. WARREN ROUTZAHN-York Penna. Since last report I logged WFMJ HJAN YVIRK XEBP WEXX 2NR 3AW and WABF. Received vises from WISE HJAN WJHL WATW WSAM KOBH CKNB CBK KHPC WFMJ KIDW WENY WMAI and WHSC. Feb. 23 KFAC 5:00, KCKN RH 5:10 with DX program. Feb. 27th WEDC covering on 1210 what might have been KYUM testing, KGBB 4:10, 5RM R2 4:30 unidentifed station on 1330 kc. Mar. 1 All nighters taking care of the dial, stations testing on 1370 1200 and 1420 3:00-3:15. Mar. 2 KGBB R6 4:30 testing, 3LO R2 4:45, WSAM 5:00 seems to be a new all nighter, WNEL 5:45 coming on, YVIRF 5:42, YVIRK 5:47 behind WNEW, KMA 5:55, WHNL 6:02. Mar. XEBP 3:00-4:00 DX program, WABF ending test 3:23, KROW 3:30, KSPR R9 4:07 testing, WEXX R9 3:38 testing. From 4:30 to after 5:00 had R1 to R3 2YA 2HZ 3GI 2AY 2NR 2GZ 3AW. KGBB R4 5:00. Mar. 4 WABF 4:00-5:00 with DX for WDXA.

G. E. JACKSUS-Hornell N. Y. Recent verifications from WENY CKNB KVFD KPOF WMBB and WILS CKNB 16 days. Heard Kcka, reports still out to WJBO and to WCHV. I shall try for KGEX I too had them in 1933 but like H. Criswell they did not verify.

GRANT BATSON-Westfield N. Y. Scattered a few reports out the past week. WOW WSSU KOH KFBD WSAN WBAB. Veri rec'd the past week. Letter XERA WICB WRCN WBMA CKSO KGBB, card with letter, also WSSU letter (3 days) Jesse Strawn WJIM 2nd and 4th Mon. Veri rec'd in 3 days. (Ed. note: To H. E. Ziegler, Merlin Steen, Jim Walker, Art Brack-Bill, Frank Wheeler your reports will be in next week. Hope Hi.)
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---REPORTERS FOR THIS ISSUE---

We take great pleasure in assigning Gail T. Beyer and Jack Welsh as NOLPO's of the National Radio Club.
NOLPO # 10 Nick Woytan-309 So. Milbur Ave., Syracuse N.Y.
NOLPO # 16 Mel Oliver-694 National Standard Bldg., Houston Texas
NOLPO # 32 Gail T. Beyer-3226 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago Illinois
NOLPO # 33 Jack Welsh-Kingston Illinois
Leo Herz-723 California Terrace, Chicago Illinois

Many thanks fellows. I hope that the other NOLPO's will come through for the next issue. They hardly had time for this issue. We need your reports.

Next bulletin comes to you March 25. Have your SW reports in to your Editor not later than March 16. Send all late tips and late Flash news direct to HQ in Erie.

---THE VOICE OF THE ASSN'T SW. EDITOR---

Just received the Feb. 26 bulletin & the SW section sure was VFB. Let's all give Larry a big hand & help him by sending our reports to him and thus making his task lighter. (Many Tnx Leo for the swell suggestion. Ed)

********** SPECIAL NRC DX SPECIAL DEDICATION-**********

On March 24, 1940 from 2:30-3:00 AM EST Radio Station TGI 1310 kc., & TG2 6,190 mcs located at Guatemala City will broadcast a Special dedication to the members of the National Radio Club. Carlo Spatare has arranged this program and lets all show our appreciation by reporting this program. The QRA is "Baron Franz Gall von Atlass, Radio Horse, Director General of Communications, Guatemala City, Guatemala, Central America.

On March 31 these same stations will broadcast at the same time for the Minnesota DXers Alliance and its affiliated Chapters of the IDA, SRLS ISN & R3SL on a program dedicated to your Editor. Want you tune in.

This issue of the NRC bulletin is dedicated to Radio Stations TGI & TG2 for their fine entertainment and good will to Radio DXers everywhere.

---QUESTIONS & ANSWERS DEPARTMENT---

MEL OLIVER-"Hrd a station signing off in Spanish at 10:05 PM on 9,410 or 9,420 mcs. Who was it?. (Mel I hrd the same station and the call was LRA3 at Buenos Aires, Argentina. Must be a new station. They came in R9/45. Editor)

--VERIES DEPARTMENT--

CLIFF TAVENER-VK7CL PY4EJ Q5LP CTLPK KALCS LA3B J2PU Q95AB ZELJR K6PIT NY4AD. GAIL T. BEYER-VUM & PK1VM. NICK WOYTAN-K5AM W6USA W6DVG. JACK WELSH-HJCT. L. LUNDBERG-YT4RO HRP1 WCAB

Leo Herz states that KALCS no longer cares for SWL reports. Information on other veries will be found under NOLPO reports.

--FLASH--

The Fahnestock South Seas Expedition was hrd by Leo Herz from 10-10:30 PM with R6/Q5 sigs on 9,130 mcs. Read the NOLPO section carefully for some VFB news received from the Australian Radio Club. (Editor)
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AFRICA--
PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA-CR7BE 9.640 Lourenco Mozambique still is being received with R8/Q5 sigs from 2-4 PM (Herz)

SOUTH AFRICA-ZNL 9.615 Capetown hrd from 11:45-12:45 AM with R7/Q5 (Herz)

ASIA--
BURMA-A new station is planned for Rangoon under government control and for broadcast service to operate on 6,002-9,590 & 6,047 meg. (NNRC)
XYZ 6.007 Rangoon hrd 7:30-8:45 AM R6/Q4. (Herz) Has dropped off a little but is still being hrd at times with QRM from the Canadain on 6.010 meg until 7:45 AM at which time Burma comes through. Don't know if the Canadain leaves the air at this time or not. (Beyer) Native music hrd from 8-8:30 AM with English announcements beginning at 8:30 AM with classical music. No call letters are hrd. I understand this is a new station altogether different from XYZ. Hrd 05/R6-3 with QRM from HP5K. (Welsh)

CHINA-Radio Saigon 11.750 sigs off at 11AM & is hrd with VFB signals F7-3/Q5 from 10:30 AM on. (HERZ)

INDIA-VU82 9,590 Delhi hrd R3/Q5 from 7:30-8:00AM. (Herz)
VU82 4.950 Bombay hrd R6/Q5 from 7:30-8:00 AM. (Herz)
A station in India is being hrd around 11,320 or 11.840 meg and is almost certainly in Delhi & is hrd with VFB sigs. As VU83 hasnt been hrd lately on 9,590 meg this may be a change of freq for them. Hrd from 7:30-8:00AM. This station gives announcements, that is news of succeeding broadcasts around 7:40 AM in English. (Can anyone verify this statement?) (Beyer) India stations on 62 meters are still being hrd with same signals. (Beyer)

JAPAN-JZK 15,160 Tokyo hrd from 8-9pm with news at 8:15pm & hrd with R8/Q5 siga. (Herz)

JAVA- Java is being hrd well one or 2 morning using PLP 11,000 meg, YDB 9,560 meg and another station on 4,900 meg of which I dont know the call. (Mail Oliver)

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS KLF 6.140 manilla hrd 5:00-5:30am R5-6/Q2-3 with very fluttery signals. Announcer talked the entire 1/2 hour and station faded badly. (Lundberg)

THAILAND-(Formerly Siam) The administration of Posts & Telegraphs of Siam. (Know as Thailand) has 2 broadcast stations in the 49 meter band. H3PP 6,005 & H3BE 6,150 meg with 2500 watts and located at Bangkok. (NNRC)
H3BPJ Bangkok is now being hrd on 7,960 from 11pm on. The 9,510 and 19,020 meg freq are no longer used. (Lundberg)

TURKEY-TAP 9.465 Ankara hrd best on Sundays. Has news in English from 2:15-2:45pm. Announcements are made at intervals "This is Ankara Calling, Ankara, Turkey. Dance music is featured from 4-4:30pm with announcements by YF at 4:30pm. The National Anthem is played at sign off with R8-9 plus signals at sign off. (Welsh)

AUSTRALIA-The following shows the times, major directions and language used by Australia's SW War time broadcasts.

VUQZ 12,870 to Europe-English-French-Dutch-German-Arabic-Turkish & Spanish from 2:30-3:30 AM EST. (Cont next page:-)
VLQ 9.615 meg to Europe in English, German, French & Dutch from 2-4 AM EST and to North America in English from 7-8 AM EST and 10:30-11:30 AM EST. To Burma & India in English from 8:15-8:45 AM EST. To South American in English & Spanish from 6:30-7:30 AM EST.

VLW3 11.330 to Africa in English & Afrikann from 10:30-11:30 pm EST.

VLW 9.645 usually has a talk about some branch of the Aussie army from 7:30-8:00 AM with R7-8/45 sigs. They announce as VLN. The West Australian Service of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (Hertz) VLQ5 hrd on 9.680 with tremendous signals near 7:30-8:00 AM. Announcer has asked for reports several times and has especially asked that the listeners send in their ideas on the type of programs that the listeners want. They promised answers to all. (Beyer) announces definitely as VLQ5 9.680 meg and hrd from 7-8 AM with R8-9/45 signals. (Hertz)

---EUROPE---

BELGIUM-ORY 11.350 uses 45 KW and directs their programs to Belgium Congo. (Lundberg)

BAGHDAD-HNE 6.185, HNF 9.683, HNG 11.724, HNX 15.145 & HNI 17.915 meg are the new stations under the directions of the Director General of Posts and Telegraphs and they use 5 KW of power. (Lundberg)

DENARK-Watch for OZ12 17.810, OZ13 17.835, OXY2 6.170 and OXY3 6.045 meg for test soon. (IDA)

ENGLAND-Britain is broadcasting day and night on a war basis to all parts of the world. The British overseas wireless service is being maintained continuously. (Lundberg)

GSV 17.810 London hrd R8/45 at 10:15am. (Herz)

GSC 17.790 London & GSO 15.180 have news in German at 7:30am (HerZ)

GERMANY-DJA 15.200 hrd a concert from 7:30-8:00am with R8/45 sig. (Herz)

DXJ-7.240 Is a new station which signs off at 8:30pm. (Herz)

DJD 11.750 hrd R8-9/45 at 8pm. (Herz)

DJD 6.020 hrd R8/45 from 10-11pm. (Herz)

DXB 9.610 Berlin hrd R8/45 at 8:15pm giving news. (Herz)


HUNGARY-HAT 9.125 & HAS 15.370 are now using a new signal for identification. The new signal registered on film is composed of a fragment of the melody of the Rakoczi March. The fragment of the melody contained in the new signal of identification is interpreted on the ancient Hungarian wind-instrument called the "Tarogato". HAT is on the air nightly at 7pm EST & HAS is on at 9AM in the morning. (Herz)

ITALY-The only stations now hrd on the North American Hour are 2RO3 9.635 meg R6-7/44 and 2RO4 11.810 meg with R8/45 signals. (Herz)

NORWAY-LLS 7.210 Tromso using 5 kw may soon be operating in the 40 meter
RUSSIA- A Moscow station is being heard on 11,895 megacycles from 6:30-7:15 pm with R7/Q5 signals. (Herz)

---SOUTHERN AMERICA---

BRAZIL- The 20 kw transmitter under construction at Rio De Janiero will operate on 17,335, 15,370, 15,145, 11,895, 11,890, 11,825, 11,710, 9,600, 9,585, 9,505 and 6,200 megacycles. (Lundberg)

PRAE 6,020 Pernambuco "La Voz de Norte" heard from 8:32- 9:12 pm at which time they signed off with the National Anthem of Brazil, heard R7-9 Q4-5. (Lundberg)

BOLIVIA- CP5 6,200 La Paz heard from 9:02-9:18 pm R6-8/Q3-4 with CW QRQ & a whistle heterodyne. First station ever heard for yours truly from this country. (Lundberg)

BRITISH GUIANA- VP3BG Georgetown will be heard on 4,885 using 200 watts in addition to their 6,130 megacycle freq. (Lundberg)

COLOMBIA- HJFAH 4,875 Armenia heard from 1-40-11:17 pm at which time they signed off with a March selection. Heard R8-9/Q5 with perfect reception broadcasting an opera program. They still use their call of HJ6FAH. (Lundberg)

HJAB 4,735 Barranquilla heard 9:59-10:36 pm R8-9/Q5 with CW QRQ at times 4 chimes precede station identification. The slogan "La Voz de Barranquillo" is used often. (Lundberg)

HJBB 4,815 Cucuta relays HJBS & heard from 10:30-10:56 pm at which time they signed off with the March of Colombia. Next to sign off selection is "Dreaming the Waltz Away" which is played while station identification is given for the last time. (Lundberg)

HJCT 9,630 Bogota verified free in 35 days giving the following information: "Radiodifusora Nacional Ministerio de Educacion" HJCT 9,630 kc and HJCR 1,200 kc Bogota, Republica de Colombia. (Welsh)

HJDE 6,145 Medellin heard from 8:31-9:07 pm with R6-9/Q3-5 sigs with heavy QRQ from CJR0. Bugle calls and taps precede station identification. (Lundberg)

HJDU 4,305 Medellin heard 8:35-9:14 pm R3-9/Q4-5 with popular dance music. 1 gong precedes identification. (Lundberg)

HJED 4,825 Cali heard 9:25-9:51 pm with heavy QRQ from YV3RN 3 chimes precede station identifications. They sign off with the Ted Lewis Good Night song. Has anyone a verification from this station? (Lundberg)

HJFA 6,055 Pereira heard 7:31-8:05 pm R5-6/Q3-4 with a heavy whistle and CW QRQ Gong precedes station identification and RCA Victor is mention several times.

HJGB 4,772 Bucaramanga uses slogan "Radio Bucaramanga" heard from 9:40-10:19 pm at which time they sign off with the National Melody of Colombia. Selection "La Guabina" is played before the National Selection 3 chimes precede station identification. Heard R7-9/Q4-5. (Lundberg)

CHILE- CB1174 11,740 Santiago has a nice signal at 3:00 pm with news in Spanish. (Oliver)

URUGUAY-CXA 6.125, CXA 9.620, CXA 10 11.895 and CXA 15 3.300 are the stations of the Servicio Oficial de Difusor Radio Electrica. (Herz)

CXA 9.625 Montevideo heard R8/Q5 from 9-9:30 pm. (Herz)

VENEZUELA- YVARQ "Radio Puerto Cabello" Puerto Cabello, Venezuela 5,020 relays YV4RR on 1490 kc. Owners are Propiedad de Amilcar y Rafael Angel Secura & Co. Offices and studios are "Urbanizacion Valle Seco". They verified with a very attractive CSL card with blue & black letters.
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VENUEZUELA-(Cont) on a white back ground. No power was given. Report was signed by Amilcar Legura. (Lundberg)

--CENTRAL AMERICA--

GUATEMALA. TGWB 9,685 Guatemala City hrd R7/Q5 from 9-10pm. (Herz)

TGWB Guatemala City is now hrd on the HF end of COHI on about 6,490 mgs with directional antenna to the US and Canada. (Oliver)

TGWC 2,320 Guatemala City hrd 11:09-11:35pm with R5-6/Q3-4 sigs. Broadcasting a radio concert hour with heavy QRN at times from Police Stations. (Lundberg)

HONUDURAS- HRPL "El Eco Honduras en San Pedro Sula" Tarjata No.1879 using 6,369 mgs with 100 watts verified with a white card, having green call letters and blue printing. J.B. Mendoza is the director and F. Diaz Zelayo (Generals) Report was signed by F. Diaz Zelayo. (Lundberg)

PANAMA. HP5A 11,700 Panama City hrd R8/Q5 from 7-8 am. (Herz)

HP5J 9,607 Panama City hrd R8/Q5 from 7-7:30am. (Herz)

HP5K 6,052 Colon has an English program from 9-9:30pm from the Atlantic Sky Club, hrd R9 plus. (Welsh) Hrd R8/Q5 from 7-7:30am. (Herz)

--WEST INDIES--

CUBA- COCY 9,230 Havana relaying CBEX hrd 1-2am broadcasting a concert hour from TGL & TG2 on Feb.25th with R8-9/Q4-5 sigs. This program was dedicated from Guatamala to COCY. (Lundberg) Hrd well near 10:00am(Oliver)

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. H13C 6,730 "La voz de la Feria" La Romana, hrd from 7:41-8:10pm R5-7/Q2-3 with CW QRN on them. No gongs or chimes are used for station identification. (Lundberg)

HAITI. HH2S 5,950 Port-au-Prince hrd R9 every evening. All the announcements are in French, Chimes are uses following station identification being given in French followed in English as "HH2S Port-au-Prince, Haiti (Welsh)"

--NORTH AMERICA--

CANADA. CHNX 6,132 Halifax N.S. hrd from 9:37-9:56pm R5-7/Q2-3 with heavy QRN from COCD. They were broadcasting a play (Lundberg) Hrd signing off at 11:15pm requesting reports. (Oliver)

MEXICO. XEBT 6,005 Mexico City D.F. hrd from 7:48-8:30pm with R5-6/Q2-3 sigs with heavy QRN. They give news events daily at 7:30pm 2 cookoo calls precede station identification. (Lundberg)

XEXA 6,175 Mexico City D.F. hrd from 8:08-8:46pm with R8-9/Q4-5 sigs relaying XEDP. 4 chimes precede station identification. (Lundberg)

NEWFOUNDLAND. VONG 5,975 St. John's hrd 7:40-8:11pm relaying a program from Daventry R7-9/Q5-3 chimes precede station identification. (Lundberg)

U.S.A. WCAB Philadelphia Pa 21,520 mgs 10,000 watts verified with their regular penny postal card. They operate on 6,060, 9,590, 21,520 and 15,270 mgs with directive antenna to Europe & South America. (Lundberg)

W9XEN. The new FM (Frequency Modulated) of the Zenith Corp. of Chicago relays the program of the CBS on 42.00 & 42,200 mgs. As this station uses FM & I have an Audio Modulated set they sound like Hash to me. (Herz)
Comments and suggestions on improving this section is always welcome by your Editor. No hard feeling will exist on these friendly comments and tips. Again I want to thank Leo Herz, Mel Oliver, Jack Welsh, Harry Gordon, Nick Woytan, Gall T. Beyer and Nick Cannita for their help in preparing this week's SW bulletin. Thanks a million fellows and I hope the remaining members will come through for the next bulletin.

--1940 SHORT WAVE CONTEST--

2 weeks ago the rules for our new contest were published. I hope all you fellows have kept these rules for future reference. I would like to see all you enter our contest even thought you may receive only 1 verie during 1940. The more contestants the merrier. Don't wait till the last minute to send in your list of veries but lets all get started now. Only veries for reception from January 1 1940 will count. No USA Ham or SWBCB stations will count.

|--STANDINGS SO FAR--|

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEMBER</th>
<th>POINTS</th>
<th>VERIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Larry Lundberg</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>WHO1 and COHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo Herz</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>HILLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry N Gordon</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>HP2K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Well fellows this is a start anyway. Lets all join as soon as possible and enter this new contest.

FLASH--The American Hour of 2R0 Rome is broadcast over 2R04 11.810 megs 2R03 9.635 megs, 2R06 15.30 megs at a new time, schedule 8:15pm-10:10pm EST, some times till 10:15pm, the news in English is now broadcasted at 10:00PM EST. (Cannita)
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CANADA:
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Harold Cristwell-Rt 1, Spring Grove
Robert Botzum-633 Moss St., Reading
Richard Cooper-956 Orr Avenue, Kittanning
Frank Schmidt-707 Edmond St., Pittsburgh
J.H. Cargan-5310 Kingsessing St., Philadelphia
J.Warren Routschm-231 S. West St., York
Fred Van Voorhees-33 Memorial, Grove City
Bruce Patton-518 No. Grant St., Kittanning
Daniel P. Yapp-1522 No. Grant Avenue, Kittanning
Fred Merritt-225 French St., Erie
Francis Ribble-637 East 9th St., Erie
Jack Brenton-352 East 11th St., Erie
F.D. Payne-341 West 6th St., Erie
Clarence Reasch-2124 Ransberry St., Erie
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